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Abstract

In 1994, ARGESIM has set up the ARGESIM Comparison on Parallel Simulation Techniques
(CP1). There, three test examples have been chosen to investigate the types of parallelisa-
tion techniques best suited to particular types of simulation tasks. From 1994 until 2003, 12
solutions of the CP1 benchmark have been published inEUROSIM – Simulation News Eu-
rope. Primarily, these contributions differed with respect to applied hardware and software and,
of course, runtime results. Regarding the implemented solving algorithms and parallelisation
strategies, there were almost no differences between published solutions. The new ARGESIM
Benchmark on Parallel and Distributed Simulation (CP2) extends the previous comparison, ad-
dressing not only simulation software and predefined given algorithms, but also allowing use
of different algorithms for solving the tasks and comparing different strategies for parallelisa-
tion or distribution of the tasks. In this paper, the 1994’s ARGESIM Comparison on Parallel
Simulation Techniques (CP1) is discussed and regardingEUROSIM – Simulation News Europe
contributions are summarized. Out of this summarization, drawbacks of the CP1 showing the
need of a new benchmark’s design are discussed. Finally, the new 2006’s ARGESIM Bench-
mark on Parallel and Distributed Simulation (CP2) is presented.
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1 Introduction

EUROSIM – Simulation News Europe(SNE) features
a series on comparisons of simulation software. Sim-
ulation languages are compared in terms of their fea-
tures for modelling and experimentation using simple
and easily comprehensible models drawn from a num-
ber of different application areas.

In 1994, ARGESIM has set up the ARGESIM Compar-
ison on Parallel Simulation Techniques (CP1, s. [1]).
There, three test examples have been chosen to inves-
tigate the types of parallelisation techniques best suited
to particular types of simulation tasks.

From 1994 until 2003, 12 solutions of the CP1 bench-
mark have been published in SNE. Primarily, these con-
tributions differed with respect to applied hardware and
software and, of course, runtime results. Regarding
the implemented solving algorithms and parallelisation
strategies, there were almost no differences between
published solutions.

The new ARGESIM Benchmark on Parallel and Dis-
tributed Simulation (CP2, s. [14]) extends the previ-
ous comparison, addressing not only simulation soft-
ware and predefined given algorithms, but also allow-
ing use of different algorithms for solving the tasks and
comparing different strategies for parallelisation or dis-
tribution of the tasks.

2 ARGESIM Comparison on Parallel
Simulation Techniques (CP1)

In SNE issue 10 (March 1994), three benchmark prob-
lems for comparison of parallel simulation techniques
have been published. All examples belong to the field
of continous simulation, so problem descriptions were
given via differential or partial differential equations.
Beside the equations, there were no instructions about
sequential or parallel implementation algorithms. SNE
readers were encouraged to implement sequential and
parallel solutions and to publish results with comments
regarding speedup factor, parallelisation strategies and
implementation effort.

In the following sections, the CP1 benchmark examples
are briefly described.

2.1 Monte Carlo Study

In the first example, the mean motion course of a second
order mass-spring system should be ascertained. There-
fore, the system has to be simulated for 1000 simulation
runs with a uniformly distributed random damping fac-
tor (see Fig. 1).

2.2 Coupled Predator-Prey Population

In the second example, five coupled predator-prey sys-
tems have to be simulated in one simulation run only.
System description was given by 10 first order differ-
ential equations. It was expected that no improvements
may be found through parallelisation, but readers were
encouraged to publish negative results, as well. Figure
2 shows the example’s simulation results.
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Fig. 1 Monte Carlo study – simulation results (1000
simulation runs)
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Fig. 2 Coupled predator-prey population – simulation
results

2.3 Partial Differential Equation

In the third example, the motion of a swinging rope, be-
ing fixed on one end and forced on the other end, has to
be simulated. System description was given by a par-
tial differential equation. Furthermore, spatial discreti-
sation following the method of lines was proposed for
solving the problem numerically. Following this pro-
posal, a system of2 ∗N (N : number of equidistant in-
tervals) loosely coupled ordinary differental equations
arose. Users were encouraged to use values ofN = 800
or higher. Figure 3 shows the simulation results of the
third CP1 example at four points in time.

3 Contributions on CP1

From March 1994 until December 2003, 12 solutions
for the CP1 benchmark were published in SNE, being
summarised in Table 1. Published solutions show dif-
ferences in applied hardware and software as well as in
task distribution. Regarding applied solving algorithms
and parallelisation strategies, solutions show no differ-
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Fig. 3 Partial differential equation – simulation results

ences. In the following sections, discovered distinctions
between CP1 solutions are presented. In this presenta-
tion, quantitative results are not of interest since hard-
ware parameters and sequential implementation param-
eters vary between solutions. Thus, significant quan-
titative comparisons are difficult to realize. Instead of
this, only qualitative attributes are considered in the fol-
lowig sections.

Notation Date
FORTRAN, PVM [2] March ’94
SLIM [3] July ’94
Mosis/Cogent XTM [4] July ’94
FSIMUL-P [5] Nov. ’94
C, Linda [6] Nov. ’94
SIMUL R PARALLEL [7] Nov. ’94
MATLAB, PSI [8] March ’95
ACSL [9] July ’96
ASCET-RS [10] Nov. ’96
Mosis/Parsytec [11] Nov. ’96
CPSS [12] March ’97
MATLAB, DP-Toolbox [13] Dec. ’03

Tab. 1 Published CP1 solutions in SNE

3.1 Distinctions in hardware

Regarding applied hardware, three parallel processing
hardware types could be identified:

• Cluster of workstations

• Cluster of transputers

• Shared memory multiprocessors

Cluster of workstationsconsist out of multiple worksta-
tions with own physical memory and conventional mi-
croprocessors, being connected via Ethernet.Cluster
of transputersconsist out of multiple processors with
own physical memory and special communication fea-
tures. Interprocessor communication is established via

a switch or 2D grid. Shared memory multiprocessors
consist out of multiple processors with shared physical
memory. Interprocessor communication is established
by the system bus. Since all processors are identically,
they are also calledsymmetric multiprocessors(SMP).

Table 2 shows the hardware types of published CP1 so-
lutions. It demonstrates that in most of CP1 solutions
a cluster of transputers was used. Such clusters have
been widespread small scale parallelisation platforms in
the 90’s but disappeared almost completely today. Fur-
thermore, in only one CP1 contribution, shared memory
multiprocessors are used.

Hardware type Solution
Cluster of FORTRAN, PVM
Workstations FSIMUL-P

MATLAB, PSI
MATLAB, DP-Toolbox

Cluster of SLIM
Transputers Mosis/Cogent XTM

C, Linda
SIMUL R PARALLEL
ASCET-RS
Mosis/Parsytec
CPSS

SMP ACSL

Tab. 2 Hardware types of published CP1 solutions

3.2 Distinctions in Software

Similarly to hardware structures, the applied CP1 so-
lutions software can be divided into three types with
different levels of specialisation:

• Programming language

• Simulation language

• Simulation system

In programming languagebased solutions, programs
are implemented in a conventional programming lan-
guage like Fortran or C. Insimulation languagebased
solutions, implementation happens in a specialised pro-
gramming language, often dedicated for only continous
simulations. Insimulation systembased solutions, im-
plementation and simulation runs take place within an
interactive developing environment where models are
described by linking graphical blocks.

In Table 3, CP1 solutions are assigned to the listed soft-
ware types. It is shown that simulation languages and
programming languages are dominating software types
in CP1 contributions. An explanation of this fact can be
the relatively low level of specialization, which eases
acces to parallel libraries.

3.3 Distinctions in task distribution

Beside hardware and software, CP1 solutions can also
be differentiated by the way of task distribution in the
first example, Monte Carlo study. In this example, the
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Software type Solution
Programming FORTRAN, PVM
language C, Linda

MATLAB, PSI
MATLAB, DP-Toolbox

Simulation SLIM
language Mosis/Cogent XTM

SIMUL R PARALLEL
ACSL
Mosis/Parsytec
CPSS

Simulation FSIMUL-P
system ASCET-RS

Tab. 3 Software types of CP1 solutions

parallel program can be divided into independent tasks
which only need to communicate at the beginning and
end of task execution. In such program structures, the
way of task distribution significantly influences the par-
allel program runtime.

In general, task distribution can be either statically or
dynamically. Instatic task distribution, task to proces-
sor mapping is determined at the begin of a parallel pro-
gram run, for example by assigning a fixed number of
tasks to every processor. Indynamictask distribution,
task to processor mapping is determined during parallel
program execution, for example by assigning tasks on
demand to idle processors.

In Table 4, the way of task distribution in CP1 Monte
Carlo study is summarised. It is shown that in most
of CP1 contributions, static task distribution is applied,
where dynamic distribution and both ways of distribu-
tion are only implemented in one contribution, each.

Task distribution Solution
statically SLIM

Mosis/Cogent XTM
FSIMUL-P
SIMUL R PARALLEL
MATLAB, PSI
Mosis/Parsytec
MATLAB, DP-Toolbox

dynamically C, Linda
CPSS

both FORTRAN, PVM

Tab. 4 Task distribution in CP1 Monte Carlo study

4 ARGESIM Benchmark on Parallel and
Distributed Simulation (CP2)

The analysis of CP1 contributions has shown that indi-
vidual solutions show little differences in solution al-
gorithms and parallelisation strategies. Therefore, a
new comparision has been designed addressing primar-
ily these aspects. Again, the new comparison comprises
three benchmark examples, partially derived from CP1.

In the following sections, CP2 benchmark examples are
briefly described.

4.1 Monte Carlo Study

This example extends the first CP1 example by enabling
the use of an analytical solution beside the classical
ODE solver solution. The expression for the analytical
solution is in substance given as:

x(t, d) = Ae−dtsin(ωt) (1)

Wheret is the time vector andd is the vector of damp-
ing factors. Since the analytical solution is given, paral-
lelisation can take place in either time domain or damp-
ing factor domain or both. On the other hand, if an
ODE solver is used, parallelisation can only take place
in damping factor domain where independent simula-
tion runs are distributed over parallel processes.

4.2 Lattice-Boltzmann Simulation

This example addresses the lattice Boltzmann method
(LBM) for fluid flows, which is widespread in parallel
simulation domains today.

The purpose of the lattice Boltzmann method is to sim-
ulate fluid behaviours in complex geometries efficiently
in parallel. Traditional fluid simulations, which are
based on numerical solutions of the Navier Stokes equa-
tions have limited parallel potential and can hardly han-
dle complex geometries.

uniform translation

fluid motion

enclosure

Fig. 4 Lattice-Boltzmann Simulation – problem de-
scription

In this example, the behaviour of an incompressible
fluid in a square enclosure, driven by a constant stream
on the top boundary has to be examined (see Figure 4).
The task is, to simulate the cavity flow with lattice size
257x257 for a number of 350000 iterations. After this
number of iterations, steady state is reached. Simula-
tion results are shown in Figure 5.

In this example, parallelisation can only be achieved in
form of a distributed model. This means, the model is
split up into parts, being simulated by parallel processes
which communicate at each iteration.

4.3 Solution of a Partial Differential Equation

This example modifies and extends the third CP1 exam-
ple “partial differential equation”.

Modification takes place in terms of boundary and ini-
tial conditions. In CP1 case study, space domain initial
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Fig. 5 Lattice-Boltzmann Simulation – simulation re-
sults (relative macroscopic velocity magnitude (u/u0))

conditions are constant and time domain boundary con-
ditions vary (see Fig. 3). In CP2 case study on the other
hand, space domain initial conditions vary and time do-
main boundary conditions are constant. Simulation re-
sults of the CP2 case study are shown in figure 6.

Similarly to the first CP2 example, the usage of analyt-
ical solutions is permitted. An approximation for solv-
ing the problem analytically is given by the following
Fourier series:

u(x, t) =
8h

π2

∞∑

j=0

(−1)j

f2
sin(

fπx

L
)cos(

fπvt

L
)

with f = 2j + 1

(2)

In analogy to the first CP2 example, parallelisation of
the analytical solution can happen in several domains.
Since the sequential implementation of the analytical
solution has to loop independently overt, x andf , par-
allelisation can take place arbitrary in one of them. On
the other hand, when solving the problem numerically
by an explicit ODE solver, parallelisation can only hap-
pen in form of a distributed model as mentioned above.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, the 1994’s ARGESIM Comparison on
Parallel Simulation Techniques (CP1) was presented
and regarding SNE solution contributions were sum-
marised and compared.

It was shown, that CP1 solutions show differences in
hardware, software and task distribution. Regarding
hardware, three types of parallel processing hardware
have been identified: clusters of workstations, clusters
of transputers and shared memory multiprocessors. It
was shown that clusters of transputers are the dominat-
ing parallel platform in CP1 contributions because of
their relatively wide distribution in small scale parallel
processing installations during the 90’s.
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Fig. 6 CP2 partial differential equation – simulation re-
sults

Regarding software, again three types have been iden-
tified in CP1 solutions: programming language, sim-
ulation language and simulation system. These types
differ in their specialisation level, where programming
languages show the lowest level and simulaton systems
show the highest level of specialisation. It was shown
that simulation languages are the dominating software
type in CP1 contributions, followed by programming
languages.

Regarding task distribution in CP1 example “Monte
Carlo study”, two types of distribution have been iden-
tified: static distribution and dynamic distribution.
Thereby, static distribution was the dominating type,
where dynamic distribution or both types are imple-
mented by only one contribution, each.

Finally, the new ARGESIM Benchmark on Parallel and
Distributed Simulation (CP2) was presented and modi-
fications towards CP1 have been pointed out. Thereby,
two CP2 examples represent extensions to CP1 exam-
ples, where one example problem, “Lattice-Boltzmann
Simulation” replaces a former CP2 example. It was
shown that the main difference between CP1 and CP2
is the ability to implement alternative sequential solu-
tions which enlarges the bandwidth of parallelisation
and task distribution strategies. This property of the
new benchmark enables the identification of advantages
and disadvantages of different simulation methods with
respect to parallel processing.
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